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... Hans J. Arons.

10 Q. Okay. And where were you born Mr. Arons

11 A. In Hannover Germany.

12 Q. And the date

13 A. Th.e 1st of September 1914.

14 Q. 1914. Tell me when you lived in Germany

15 did you grow up in Germany

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. When did you first notice that there was

18 trouble for the Jews beginning

19 A. When was in in school in the

20 gymnasium and another place in Hannover and this

21 is not it in another city because lived with my

22 grandparents. My mother died in 1918 you know

23 arid my father moved to Berlin. Now this is beside

24 the point. noticed already the antiSemitism

25 coming up in 1930 in 30 you know with people
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harassing Jewish boys and Jewish peoples and Jewish

Jewish places you know.

Q. How did they harass you

A. Well with antiSemitism. Words you know.

For instance in German you Jude you know

something like that dirt shmutsika Jude or

something like this. But this is beside the point.

This was not so bad at that time. When finished

10 my studies in Germany went to the horticultural

11 school Israclitic Hortical School in Ahlen

12 Hannover for three years from 1931 to 1934 and

13 made my credentials or passed my examination as

14 fullfledged gardener on the German Hannover

15 Pgricultural Commission in 1934. After that

16 asked my father to go to Palestine. was not 21

17 years old. So my father didnt want to give me

18 money to go to Palestine so had to stay and

19 couldnt get job as gardener in Germany because

20 they didnt hire Jews.

21 Q. Why did you want to go to Palestine

22 A. thought was inclined in Zionism very

23 much so at the time as young man and felt that

24 maybe one day we have state Jewish state

25 Israel coming up at that time and many of my
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friends they left for Palestine already and

thought in my profession like to go there too

but it didnt happen. Then had to go to another

place. It was the Jewish in the Jewish its

in German here. Can say that in German

Q. Yes

A. Yiddishin Jewish Veterans Settlement in

Wolfsgabin phonetic near Frankfurt where was

10 gardener or or more to say gardeners helper

11 where worked.

12 Q. Was that near Hannover or

13 A. It was no it was outside of Hannover.
r..7

14 It was more likely near Berlin further out. But

15 beside the point worked for man there. He

16 went to Argentine later which couldnt go.

17 went with another person which knew to the area

18 of Posen phonetic and inaudible Gustrow which

19 its actually the Grenzemark boundary. In that

20 particular place worked for these people. They

21 had store and also agriculture and until they

22 were boycotted by the Nazis. had to move. did

23 not go back to my parents to Berlin but went to

24 work for gentile farmer and there were many other

25 Jewish people also working for this farmer who was
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Catholic and we were treated very nicely until

the Nazis came in September before the High

Holidays or Rosh Hashana to round us up to put us

into the police station in Güstrow.

Q. Did you have any warning about that or

they just showed up

A. No they just showed up with motorcycles

and rounded us up and we had to go in double time

10 to the police station which was few miles and

11 then we were placed in the cellar there where we

12 were treated very badly and day or so after

13 recall we were placed on train which brought us

14 to Buchenwald.

15 Q. How did the Germans know who was Jewish

16 and who was not to round them up

17 A. They knew exactly how many Jews were

18 working for this Catholic from the police station.

19 Everybody was registered in Germany. When you go

20 from place to place you have to register not like

21 here you dont have to register. When you live in

22 -San Francisco you dont have to register but you

23 are registered even so in the City Hall here but

24 this was not necessary. The Germans had

25 different system. You have to when you move
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from place to place you have to register by the

police if you live there and where you live. Okay.

The Nazis found out about this and they came. The

S.S. troopers rounded us up and brought us to this

police station after which we were shipped out by

train and we were treated very badly.

Q. How long of

A. Pardon me

10 Q. How long of trip how far were you from

11 Buchenwald Where was Buchenwald

12 A. Buchenwald was quite quite while

13 back. think its near Weimar and its from

14 -Gustrow to Buchenwald was several hours train ride.

15 Q. How old were you at that point

16 A. How old was 20 years of age and then

17 was there for 15 months in Buchenwald doing

18 hard labor. We built it up it was just started.

19 Buchenwald was just started. We built it up

20 Buchenwald. We had to do certain hard work with

21 bricks and cement and so forth. But we did not

22 know what we were building but we found out later

23 in the descriptions we builded the gas chambers.

24 But this is beside the point. got sick. They

25 did not had hospital there socalled
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lazarett military field hospital which the

Germans call it. was brought then in November

in 1937 to OranienburgSachsenhausen where spent

the rest of my time. did not know anything about

the trip made to near Berlin to Sachsenhausen

because was very weak.

Q. What what kind of illness did you have

do you know

10 A. had troubles with kidneys and was not

11 not very strong man. But was completely

12 exhausted you know. had kidney problems and

13 such. So anyway recuperated and had to go back

14 on the hard labor work.

15 Q. At Buchenwald again

16 A. In Sachsenhausen. did not go back to

17 Buchenwald. After that in December 1938 got

13 notice due to some officers in the concentration

19 camp that my father or my parents had bought some

20 traveling cards or how you can say this better

21 Cards to travel you know to another country and

22 for me they had card to go to Shanghai. My

23 parents went to Cuba Havana and this was sent to

24 the Gestapo in Berlin the Alexanderplatz Gestapo

25 in Berlin which they have sent it probably to the
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commandant of the OranieriburgSachsenhausen

Concentration Camp. was released

Q. Can we back up for just little bit.

want to go back to your concentration camp

experience and if you would tell me little bit

about what your daily life was like there.

A. Daily life was very in the morning you

sleeping on straw but later on had bunk with

10 straw and blanket you know but most of the

11 others they slept on the ground on straw and

12 had to do certain other work as prisoner later on

13 when the commandant of the concentration camp asked

14 me in Sachsenhausen what my profession is and

15 told him studied gardening. He said Jew

16 cannot be gardener because he cannot handle

17 shovel or anything. said then may can prove

18 it. when feel better and he said to me will

19 try you out will test you and this. So they

20 did and worked on certain gardens out with some

21 other group of people you know in Sachsenhausen

22 nd it was for me relief that could do this

23 because could show them people that what Jew

24 can do. After that was placed when it was

25 finished that project was placed into the potato
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kitchen to peel potatos. The potato peel soup

taste very badly but that was besides.

Q. How did that experience differ from

Buchenwald What were you doing in Buchenwald

A. In Buchenwald we were doing bringing

bricks and cement to place where certain other

prisoners or what they were builded these ovens

you know. But on the other side we also had to sit

10 on our lawns and chip bricks or chip rocks to do

11 this for road work you know. They used this fine

12 rock for doing road work. Its what we also did

13 for days days days from morning till the late

14 -afternoon. Then we were placed at morning we

15 did not get very much to eat that black coffee

16 you know and black bread something like that and

17 then the afternoon or lunchtime we would get that

18 potato soup potatopeel soup in the evening about

19 the same and other things you know not much. But

20 anyway we had to survive on this. kept my energy

21 you know up. t.ater when got feel better in

22 Sachsenhausen and this was about the daily routine.

23 We had to March with singing you know. Even

24 bought sometimes German record which did march

25 inaudible on this record which we had to sing
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you know and so this was for the particular issues

which the daily was. There was nothing. In the

evening you come home you get into the barracks

you got into quickly shower or something you know.

When there was shower you had to go with your

guard into the shower the Kapo and just cold

more likely cold water you know and then you have

to dry yourself up you know with something rag

10 or something. This was it you know. You could

11 not have any fancy things in the concentration camp

12 which noticed when was working out as

13 gardener for the scope phonetic in Sachsenhausen

14 that the women came out made some gardens or such

15 with some cigarettes or some chocalates or they

16 gave us some milk or something you know. We could

17 not take anything back to the camp to inside the

18 compound which was out the compound you know.

19 And this is my my own which had revealed due

20 to the commandants experience you know where he

21 tested me what can do for them. Anyway...

22 Q. What happened if somebody at Buchenwald or

23 Sachsenhausen became ii. What happened to that

24 person Was there any medical care there

25 A. Yes there were. But some if you do not
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participate in the early time this was 193638

you not participate in the regulations of the

commandant or the 1apo you finished. There was

certain one thing which remembered you have

no toilets there. Theres big pit with board

over it you know or would say log and this

particular pit was full of these shock phonetic

what they use for against the smell you know

10 of your when you go to the toilet. You sit in

11 and you have something done which they didnt like

12 they came from the back and pulled you right over

13 and drowned you in that mess.

14 Q. Did that ever happen to anyone that you

15 saw this happen to

16 A. Well have seen it but do not know

17 the person. You know there were other people like

18 gentiles bible readers you know and such they

19 worked with us too you know and from the

20 churches from the Catholic churches other

21 churches that they didnt like you know they were

22 in confinement in special confinement and as you

23 know recently in the paper was Pastor Niemoller

24 passed away in Germany and he was with us in the

25 concentration camp. But this was besides my sad
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story because all this know and cannot forget.

have seen have seen every day other things.

When we were called upon in the morning early to

stand in line the elderly man there were barbed

wire with voltage some man lost his nerve. He run

right into it.

Q. On purpose

A. Finished. Well he lost his nerve. On

10 purpose He lost his nerves. Nu What can you

11 say He was dead in minute. He was executed

12 that way.

13 Q. Did you ever feel that that you might

14 want to kill yourself that it would go bad with

15 you

16 A. No. Not that way. felt that can

17 survive as young man you knowand if could

18 help somebody if could do that because against

19 the rules and regulations there you know they

20 were very very strict. But you do not do anything

21 against what the Nazi command has written down.

22 This particular issue of Lager formulas camp rules

23 which we are to go by was very strictly to us

24 ourselves. We had to do what was right and not

25 against anything else you know. That we could
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help maybe maybe under circumstances but it was

prohibited. Anything you do to another prisoner

or something you get punished for.

Q. What was the punishment

A. The punishment was hanging not that you

were hanged. It was thing that you were bound up

you know with your legs and you were hanging there

for couple hours or so you know. The other one

10 more heavier treatment was the back which you get

11 the whip you know. The blood comes out on

12 yourself you know.

13 Q. Did the Germans administer the punishment

14 or was it the Kapos who did this

15 A. It was the Nazis the officers of the Lager

16 you know not directly the commander but it was

17 the sometimes the Kapo or the guards you know

18 which mainly came from Austria and they were worse

19 than our German Nazis you know. They were really

20 bad very bad you know. They could punish anyone.

21 If you do not follow up in walk to in march

22 to the wood they gave them with the guns you know.

23 They had the rifles you know. They just pushed

24 them on the floor you know. Forget about it. You

25 cannot turn back and say to help them. No way.
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No. God forbid you know. No way. This was

Q. What happened to these people who were

injured or died as result of their experience

there Was there cemetery there or were the

bodies burned or do you know what happened at all

to those bodies

A. That couldnt tell offhand because that

do not know. know only you dont see them any

10 more. You dont see them the next morning no more

11 because we were dead buried or shot in the head or

12 something you know. do not know. That cannot

13 say. That do not know. Anything can happen has

14 happened. But that do not know. And in the

15 beginning and have to stress this many of our

16 prisoners say which know of which have met

17 later that in the beginning it was not so hard

18 but after the 9th of November the Crystal Night

19 when the mass came in inaudible man and with all

20 kinds of people. It was terrible. It got terrible.

21 Absolutely frightening. Then when was released

22 come to that point now and this is my story you

23 know had bundle of clothing and certain

24 other things which they gave me to stand in line

25 inaudible before. The night before was
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released had dream and dreamt something

going to happen to me. What donut recall and

in the morning when the Kapo came to my bunk where

slept he said You go home When go home

everybody from these prisoners friends of mine

some others remember came to my bunk said

You go home. You dont you dont know this

you know. Your brain doesnt work that way

10 quickly. So had to get up and rush into what the

11 Kapo brought me my old clothing all crumbled up

12 you know suit and an old hat and inaudible.

13 had to go toBerlin you know and you stand in

14 -line and the commander said to all that were

15 released on that particular day there were many

16 not am alone. On this particular issue on this

17 particular time there were many released you know

18 because of getting out the country or such. He

19 told us that the Gestapo has very long arm and if

20 you say any words to other people that you have

21 witnessed here they grabbed you and bring you

22 right back. It was almost that way. Ill tell you

23 that later.

24 Q. This was in 1938

25 A. 38. The 14th of December 1938. In
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December 1938 eine nachricht got message and

its the German that wrote to my lawyer you

know for my wiedergunmachung restitution

thats for the rehabilitation or reichmacher

phonetic you know. This was written in 1956

January 12 1956 to Mr. to attorney Helmut

Erlanger phonetic attorney at law which he died.

Erlanger died which he hid my things you know.

10 Okay. had to go came to Berlin. My parents

11 told me everything is ready you go to Shanghai.

12 Q. How did you get from the camp to Berlin

13 mean train or

14 A. Well from the Sachsenhausen around

15 Sachsenhausen its not very far to Berlin. But

16 couldnt walk it. There were groups of people at

17 that time from organizations Jewish organizations

18 outside the gates and waited for their relatives to

19 come out and some organization people have money

20 they gave you the fare to go home in Berlin

21 outside the OranienburgSachsenhausen outside the

22 outside the Lager gate the camp gate. Okay.

23 dont know which organization or Jewish

24 organization suppose remember that. did

25 not talk to anybody. just took the money and
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said have to go to Berlin they gave me 70

Spanish or what it was cents or what it was you

know at that time and took the tram you know

whatever transportation to go to my parents.

Q. How did your parents obtain these travel

cards Was it something that they in other

words was it legal thing or illegal or

A. My stepmother my parents had money and

10 they sold everything furniture and they lived in

11 an apartment in Berlin. My stepmother was haifJewisi

12 and my father was not in concentration camp because

13 he was an ill man and he had an operation by Nazi

14 professor and they told him if you go out the house

15 they put you in concentration camp we put you in

16 concentration camp. So he didnt go out of the

17 house and my stepmother went out to shop around

13 for traveling cards to get out of the country. She

19 got one for themselves for the boat to Cuba

20 Havana and for me to go to Shanghai China. Okay.

21 For this particular issue of mine with photocopy

22 to send to the Gestapo at Alexanderplatz and that

23 was it you know. They send it to the commander in

24 Sachsenhausen and was released on the 14th of

25 December 1938.
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Q. Was it very difficult to get these

traveling cards

A. Well mostly was cancelled traveling cards.

You know people they couldnt have they didnt

took it they cancelled it and they bought it. You

know my parents bought it and my parents bought

sold everything to the Nazis. There was high

officer of Nazi and tell you when came home

10 got up got up the steps and the big Nazi came

11 down the stairs .1 ducked away and hear my

12 father shouting hope that my son comes now home

13 pretty soon. And was already on the steps

14 -because my father didnt know that was released

15 on that day. They didnt send him notice when

16 come home. So anyway ducked away. didnt

17 want to see this high Nazi when my father shouted

.18 you know. He bought this furniture and everything

19 you know for cheap money and everything you know.

20 You know how that works how the things worked in

21 Germany. Well anyway came up and knocked at

22 the door and my stepmothers mother was there.

23 She was not Jewish. But anyway said Its Hans.

24 Oh. saw everything. The big lifts everything

25 was standing there you know get ready to get out
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my my suitcases ready to go. But had to go to

get my passport German passport. had to travel

to Gustrow where was taken from the Gestapo

which was registered there-not in Berlin to get

my passport and had even the goncet phonetic

the police station there or at the office there

where got my passport to ask the officers about

these people who worked for. They are not more

10 alive. didnt say nothing.

11 Q. This was the farmer that had

12 A. Yes.

13 Q. inaudible covered generally

14 phonetic.

15 A. They killed him. didnt know. didnt

16 ask any further question because was scared to

17 death you know because that was the answer of

18 this police officer Nazi. Okay. Inaudible.

19 had to give all my papers my release papers from

20 Buchenwald which received and also release from

21 Sachsenhausen to the police. They didnt let me

22 have anything from the concentration camp. had

23 number but its taken by doctor away when was

24 in the army. didnt didnt have it any more.

25 Anyway all this got my passport and went back
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to Berlin and when the 25th of December came

left from Berlin to Italy. It was Christmas day

and all the high officers were in the train on the

train and the Nazi going on vacation and was

bald looked had cap on you know.

Q. You mean your head was shaved

A. Huh

Q. Was your you mean you were bald you

10 mean your head was shaved

11 A. Oh yes. didnt have no hair.

12 Q. That was from the concentration camp

13 A. There were little things coming out you

14 know. Well anyway anyway was in this train

15 with this officers of the Nazis. My father bought

16 me big newspaper he brought me to the train and

17 was sitting there and some officer start talking

18 to me. Are you going on vacation said Yes

19 Im going on vacation. Inaudible. You going

20 very far said go little bit to Italy.

21 had to go to Italy. That was true. So my heart

22 was very much in array something how can say

23 in English and was glad got over the border

24 and the Germans checked certain things you know

25 but they didnt find anything so went through
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with flying colors. Cot into the Yugoslavian

officers they were Trieste train you know to go

to Trieste and in Trieste we were treated by the

Jewish community of the Italians you know. They

brought us to big place -where we could sleep

few days. You could travel there this and that

you know if we had few dollars or something our

money and saw Rome and saw this before left

10 Europe you know. Inaudible. Also had to go

11 with the inaudible SS Triestieno phonetic.

12 came to Shanghai on January 29 1939 and lived

13 in the camp Wal-erwald phonetic camp builded it

14 up you know for more refugees to come.

15 Q. So this was refugee camp

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. In Shanghai.

18 A. The Waterwald phonetic was the main

19 one of the first. There were others of the refugee

20 camp in Shanghai. There were many there were

21 many build up later later date. There was one

22 already formerly. There was the Ambackerdere

23 phonetic there was downtown Shanghai somewhere

24 where they had an office and such of the Joint

25 Distribution Committee.
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Q. Were these only Jews in the refugee camps

or were there other

A. There were mostly Jews. There were

gentile wives. You know many of our people were

married to gentiles you know different ways you

know wives man you know and it was mixup

mixture of such. But not really that there were

only only gentiles you know. They were mixed

10 you know but they were gentiles still. There were

11 enough became Jewish in Germany or in Austria or

12 somewhere they came from. But they were with their

13 husbands you know and they came with them to

14 Shanghai. was working later for the camp.

15 became an employee of the Joint Distribution

16 Committee and worked to build up these camps

17 certain ones. have even pictures of such and

18 letters and worked also with places like they

19 builded up hospital there for refugees

20 which was the Shanghai Refugee Hospital with many

21 European doctors very good ones. Well anyway

22 .worked there till the end of the war and after the

23 war worked for the American forces.

24 Q. In China

25 A. When the American when the American
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forces came and the British forces and other force

came and the war was over we as refugees were

hired and we wanted to work for the American forces.

My first job was to start driving to learn to

drive jeeps buy other cars staff cars and so

forth. That was it.

Q. Was that in China or back in Germany

A. It was in Shanghai. In Shanghai.

10 0. Still in Shanghai.

11 A. In Shanghai. And many of us have worked

12 for the armed forces after the war. It was very

13 well paid. We got dollar paid but later on Chiang

14 caishek kept the dollars and gave us Shanghai

15 money you know inaudible something laying

16 there still. But this is beside the point. All

17 this has happened and after the war in 1947 as

-18 said before came here to San Francisco in 1947

19 in November 1947 the 28th November 1947 the SS

20 General Napes American President tines and

21 married in 1950. After that did when came

22 here did not had very good job. didnt find

23 good job in San Francisco. had to go to

24 Alburquerque New Mexico which was not place to

25 make any money. So went into the army the
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United States Army when it came for two two and

half years in the service here in the Korean War.

Thats all can tell you. Oh yeah after that

came back here. honorable discharged from the

army in Perfidio phonetic as staff sergeant and

then married. Before that time Im married

already before the war later through the war and

came back here and worked for the Silian

10 phonetic County as gardener for 14 years the

11 Golden Gate Park. and later on was in my own

12 business as partner in the wholesale flour business.

13 Q. Row did you learn English

14 A. English learned already in Germany in

15 the gymnasium which they call college. Gymnasium

16 is called college which actually in America is

17 sports arena but in Germany gymnasium is here

.18 college you know. The college or not

19 university did not go to university went to

20 college you know. graduated with certain things

21 you know. When graduated also as said before

22 in the in this particular issue if you like to

23 see this. It was in English in there too

24 believe in certain places. Even Ivrith Hebrew

25 language is in there. Ivrith from Israel.
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As said before we lived my father

lived in Hannover where was born with my mother

which died in 1918 as young woman of 29 years of

age. was four years old. went to my

grandparents near the Dutch border Ostfresland

where grew up until was and went to school

and learned and then was 16 went to this

particular school the Horticultural School when

10 was 19 20 until worked on particular issues as

11 told you before.. My father married later in

12 Berlin in 1929 and have not been too often with

13 my parents at the time but was mostly interned

14 phonetic with my grandparents.

15 Q. Did you did you have any brothers or

16 sisters

17 A. No had no sister or brothers. There

-18 were no children other than mine myself. And so

19 this is the story about my family. My father was

20 in business in Berlin and my stepmother was also

21 working somehow as secretary understand and

22 Q. What happened Now you said that your

23 parents went to Havana.

24 A. My parents came in 19 they went to

25 Havana in 19 also about the time when went to
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Shanghai in 19 the beginning of 1939 or end of

38. They were they came to United States in 1941

to New York. They send me an affidavit then but

could not come to the United States at that time.

It. was late in the year 1941 because the Japanese

attacked Pearl Harbor and was stranded again

during the Japanese war in Shanghai in the camp

working in the camp which told you before.

10 Q. You couldnt leave the camp in other

11 words in Shanghai If you wanted to come to

12 America or go someplace else you couldnt leave

13 A. No not exactly. You could leave if you

14 -had money. You could go to Australia you go to

15 Philippines probably or something you know but

16 it was very hard. You know if you do not have any

17 money you couldnt do anything you know. We

.18 didnt have very much money. We didnt have

19 didnt have very much and couldnt get any money

20 from my parents because in Cuba there was nothing

21 you could get you know. So this was situation

22 where we most of our people were stranded in

23 Shanghai which knew through the later to

24 man he was in charge of the Joint Commit the

25 American Joint Distribution Committee Jewish
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organization also which he told me in 1946 when

the war was over there is strictly basis that you

have to get an affidavit when you have relatives in

America or Israel you have to get no in

America when you want to go United States or

living in the United States like my parents they

have to send me an affidavit from some friends or

when if they cannot get it themselves because they

10 cannot have the money inaudible the money for the

11 government here it was necessary that these

12 affidavits that were free from other people for

13 other people that didnt have any relatives in the

14 United States. To role these these affidavits for

15 these people to come to the United States. So

16 had to write to my father or even this officer

17 from the Joint American Joint Distribution

.18 Committee who told me he would write to my parents.

19 They had my they had the address. They did

20 write it so too and got the affidavit in no time.

21 So this was it you know due to some friends in

22 New York which they were the sponsor of me which

23 something happened to me in the United States that

24 got ill they had to take care of me.

25 Q. What about other relatives in Germany Do
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you know for instance to your grandparents what

happened to them

A. My grandparents had were evacuated from

their place in small town near the Dutch border

to Berlin the Jewish Community House in Berlin

and they had to live there with my aunt with my

fathers sister. My fathers sister my

believe my grandparents died natural death in

10 Berlin and my aunt was went to death camp.

11 My uncle and my aunt my mother from my mothers

12 side in Dusseldorf Germany my cousin young

13 marriage all vanished in concentration. Where

14 do not know. have picture with my father in

15 1935 went to Berlin have photograph where he

16 put tombstone on in Weisensee phonetic at

17 the what you call it them Cemetery. He put

.18 tombstone on. can show it to you. can show

19 you all picture of my family and the whole thing

20 if you want to see it.

21 Q. But you never found out what happened to

22 any of those people or

23 A. No. No. dont know.

24 Q. You mentioned

25 A. Never heard anything about. it. had one
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letter from Shanghai from my aunt which was

opened by the Gestapo you know by the sender

that my grandparents died. So they must have died

natural death. But others or somebody was ill

so forth. That was it. Never heard any more.

wrote to them but everything was finished.

Q. You mentioned sort of wanted to jump

back little in time again to the experience in

10 the concentration camp. You said that after

11 Kristallnacht things became much worse than at

12 camp.

13 A. Yes they did.

14 Q. Now by then you were gone but

15 A. No was not gone.

16 Q. You were still

17 A. was still there.

.18 Q. In the camp

19 A. In the camp. In Sachsenhausen.

20 Q. How in what way did things get worse

21 can you tell me about that

22 A. Well the treatments and the harassments

23 and everything was it was tight or more

24 strenuous how can explain it It was world

25 it really it really went out of hand you know
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when you know screaming and this and that you

know. It was terrible. It was terrible.

Q. Did more people die after that in the camp

A. dont know. But imagine so. After

that lot of people died. do not know. On the

14th of December left and do not know. And

that the story is that that the story or the

history gives you this details in every phase

10 thats in the camp which have book here from

il the death camps from she gave it to me she

12 signed it for me. Shes not Jewish.

13 Q. Carolyn Frank

14 A. saw her on Friday.

15 Q. Carolyn Frank.

16 A. Yes. have inaudible. And have

17 another one inaudible. have many books on it.

.18 have book on the Shanghai thing situation too.

19 Everything. But anyway this is the this is the

20 thing which can tell you. There is no other way.

21 What more can tell you Im alive. made

22 good living here with my wife.

23 Q. How since you moved here

24 A. My wifes side you dont want to ask. You

25 are not interested in my wifes side. Im sorry.
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Q. Did do you talk about the Holocaust

with or have you through the years talked about

the Holocaust with friends or

A. Yes.

Q. other people

A. Yes. We talked lot over the Holocaust

here because due to my circumstances belong to

the with Rabbi Dahling phonetic Frankel

10 phonetic and many others. Im also with the

11 Jewish War Veterans. We have lot of things to do

12 with the Holocaust. The reason for our Center in

13 Los Angeles Jewish War Veterans am the

14 Commander of the San Francisco Post here. You may

15 know that. You dont show you the evidence

16 later. Here in San Francisco also from other

17 places in the Jewish War Veterans we have some

-18 people like me have served in the United States

19 Armed Forces several officers of the of the

20 Jewish War Veterans you know United States. They

21 were in concentration camps. have one in Balao

22 phonetic hes Commander. Im Commander here.

23 There is another one. He used to be Commander in

24 San Jose. Hes in the jewelry business and so

25 forth. Theres many .many more they have been in
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concentration camps. Ttey came earlier out the

United States they became officers for the Jewish

War Veterans of the United States.

Q. Do you this is kind of big question

but mean how do you feel that your experiences in

Germany have have changed your life or have

changed your thinking or have they

A. The life in Germany when was young 20

10 years of age taken to concentration camp there is

11 no more life. How can think of life in Germany

12 There was no life any more. For Jew. And my

13 father tells me before when go to Palestine

14 because of in 1934 when finished this school he

15 said you dont have to go away because of the Nazis

16 theyre not going to do anything to do the Jewish

17 people and asked him Why was an officer

18 in the first World War. have decoration.

19 said Put your decoration there where it belongs

20 to. dont want to mention that to you where to.

21 There was no help. He didnt let me go anyway.

22 So this was the end of that. was not in the

23 beginning after that very close with my father

24 neither with my stepmother. Then she didnt raise

25 me. My grandparents raised me and admired my
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grandparents. And there is picture of

synagogue which received where became bar

mitzvah right there.

Q. Do you feel now in the United States today

that there is any antiSemitism Have you

experienced that or what do you think

A.. Yes.

Q. about that

10 A. Yes. had experiences with antiSemitism

11 not directly but know from my involvement in the

12 Jewish community into the Relations what is that

13 Jewish Community Relations Council and naturally

14 -to various community otherwise and the Jewish War

15 Veterans that there is strong way of

16 antiSemitism here in the United States. We have

17 good representative here in the congress the

-18 Jewish community in San Francisco especially. San

19 Francisco is the only city which we are its

20 very liberal which we do not feel or see very many

21 antiSemitism. Sometimes inaudible. The Nazi

22 book store other things smearing on the synagogue

23 swastikas some hoodlums vandalism of children.

24 They do not know any better. But otherwise it is

25 pretty quiet and its kept pretty quiet. We have
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very good relationship with the police officers and

inspector like Tom Dickson phonetic. Hes

fantastic man. With also with the Soviet Jewry and

other things you know which we are in stable

position here against Nazi uprising you know.

We have the Ku Klux Klan we have the neoNazis we

have the White Power whatever you know. What can

you do This is big country. How can you combat

10 all this inaudible things from small area

11 small group of Jewish communities which many

12 organizations which we have here you know. The

13 Jewish Defense League Im absolutely against. They

14 do more harm than they do any good you know

15 because we in one way or the other which say

16 am against it. Many are for the Jewish Defense

17 League because they think they are doing well

.18 against certain uprising of antiSemitism. But

19 think my thinking my opinion is that they do

20 more harm to the Jewish population than any good.

21 Q. Do you think anything like what happened

22 in Germany could happen here

23 A. dont think so. dont think so.

24 Q. Why

25 A. Because this is great nation of many
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creed and colors minority groups other groups

which in this particular groups whether the

colored people minority groups the Jewish people

the Chicanos others Orientals there wont be

any antiSemitism. mean Nazism. There will be

no way and they combating every time Congressman

stands up like LaRoche or anybody. just named

this man. Finished. Theyre not they are not

10 coming up. Hes hes finished already again.

11 He was running onthe ticket as running for

12 President or something. What happened to him Out.

13 So there isnothing you can do about it you know.

14 We know the Democratic Party and the Republican

15 Party and many Congressmen of these both party are

16 very much inclined and then you look at the 7PAC

17 with Ron Kaufmanri phonetic. They had meeting

.18 this convention here. This is fantastic what

19 these young men that that this young man is the

20 president now of this Federation Jewish Community

21 Federation Ron Kaufmann and others like like

22 Bill Levenberg phonetic which comes also from

23 the Holocaust from Puschwitz. These men are

24 tremendous. There is other men like Jesse Feltman

25 phonetic and name. them to you you know. Many
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of Bnai Brith you know the AntiDefamation

League and all these other things which am

personally involved not directly and am also

in Bnai Brith. used to be an officer in Bnai

Brith also. But this is beside the point. We

have nothing to worry so much of antiSemitism of

Nazism which came few here in the United States.

dont think so.

10 Q. Do you have anything else that you want to

11 add

12 A. No. dont think so.

13 Q. When you were younger

14 A. Yeah.

15 Q. you really wanted to go to Palestine

16 and your father wouldnt let you go.

17 A. Yeah.

18 Q. After the war after Shanghai did you

19 think then about trying to go to Palestine

20 A. You mean to to Palestine

21 Q. To settle there then

22 A. Yes. But on the on the thing is this

23 and you know you have your parents here and you

24 have an affidavit on the hand that you go to United

25 States. But after which comes you have to see.
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about Palestine. am very much inclined and

you can show you that if you wish what

have done in Bnai Brith and otherwise for the

state of Israel. With the JNF Im the on the

executive committee of the Jewish National Fund

and am always working in my mind and otherwise

with organizations for the state of Israel. We

have my wife not have friends in Israel

10 but have no relatives. My wife has. My. wife has

11 cousin in Israel for more than 40 years. She

12 has two sons that were in the army. They live in

13 Haifa. She has retired cousin with the husband.

14 He was in the Zionist also from the Holocaust

15 from New York. They lived in New York from Berlin.

16 He was Zionist in the Zionist movement in

17 Berlin and they had children and grandchildren and

.18 some grandchildren went to Israel and so forth.

19 Theres nothing about Israel. We believe in it

20 and so does my wife.

21 Q. Have you been to Israel

22 A. Five times. Four or five times. Im not

23 exactly certain. think it was four times. Four

24 times.

25 Q. But you havent thought about
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Going again.

Q. making

A. Absolutely.

Q. making making making aliyah.

A. How can go again go with group of

the Jewish War Veterans. The last way of going to

Israel was 1981 and we went to the Sinai. We

stayed in Eilat. We went all the way through the

10 Sinai with group of Israelis and the tour

11 fantastic and felt sorry that they gave it up

12 you know because it was in the agreement peace

13 agreement with inaudible Sadat at the time that

14 Israel has to give up the Sinai again to

15 inaudible which is coral coral reef you know

16 which is little bit further back to Eilat you

17 know. But it is fantastic. What they do there

-18 what have seen have have mostly seen

19 everything except some of the military

20 installations you know which w.e didnt see.

21 went up to the Golan Heights and everywhere. Its

22 nothing. And went up there where they had these

23 where the air force space was for Entebbe. saw

24 that.

25 Q. After you came to the United States you
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didnt think at all about making aliyah to Israel

A. Yes and no. If would have had the money

and would have earned some money would have

gone but they then married you know and

made my living here you know the gardener of

the city and so forth you know and this was my

major project here to become gardener and then

in the wholesale flower business for twelve years.

10 It was very nice.

11 Q. It was interesting to hear

12 A. Botany my plants which grew. This is

13 not bought. grow it.

14 Q. It was interesting to hear you say that

15 you had that dream as young man in Germany

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. to go. When when you went to

18 Buchenwa.d did you become friends in the camp with

19 other Zionists

20 A. Its hard to say. That cannot say.

21 There was no such thing.

22 Q. No.

23 A. know only one group from another outfit

24 like this they were on Hachschara prepatory

25 training young people. They were also taken by
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the Nazis from somewhere else from also Institute

of Hachschara the neighborhood from Berlin which

have worked with me in Sachsenhausen on the garden

project which did present explain there on your

tape. But what happened to these people do not

know. Young people.

Q. Were you aware of any underground movement

going on

10 A. No. No.

11 Q. in either camp

12 A. No.

13 Q. You didnt ever hear of that going

14 A. No underground no nothing. No.

15 Q. You didnt

16 A. Im Zionist from way back in Berlin the

17 earliest time and always worked for the state of

18 Israel and even in Shanghai. Oh to come back to

19 this. We formed hes good man. His parents

20 came also from he had another brother in

21 Stockton phonetic living. Epstein. One one

22 was in the he was also in the army later and

23 again in the he went to Germany in the army.

24 Not during the war. After the war. And he went

25 into the business of recorder reporter to
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reporter to the to the district attorney and

his wife is doing it now. He died he was 52 years

of age. We were very close in the Israel movement

Bernie Epstein Werner Epstein and we formed here

in San Francisco rio not here. We we formed

in in Shanghai the Ben Guriorl group which

which have some copy somewhere. This is not

it. But show you another one. Here this one.

10 Habonim. This one. You see this one. This was

11 these are things from Shanghai where worked in

12 shanghai in the town of the Japanese more

13 copies made of it because the papers went so bad

14 that this this is the American Joint

15 Distribution which told you. This is the medical

16 board. This is the only copies made. Here is

17 the medical board of the Shanghai Hospital. There

18 is another this here. Yeah. This is the

19 Habonim. This is the Poale Zion. This was tough

20 this is the tough organization of this here which

21 have also worked with and these people you know

22 and worked later at something in Shanghai on this

23 particular issue which didnt stress to you.

24 Inaudible manufacturing in Shanghai. And this is

25 something this is something from the hospital.
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This is something from another hospital which

worked with in the beginning.

Q. You were in Shanghai for about eight years

then. Right

A. Eight years yesthats correct.

Q. Right.

A. Eight years. And six years worked for

this here. And thats from Joint. The letter from

10 them. made copies of it you know. This was the

11 hospital which did.

12 Q. Just tell us what you got there.

13 A. Youre not interested in this.

14 Q. Really its interesting because we we

15 realize we didnt really ask you to describe the

16 conditions in Shanghai. You were there for eight

17 years.

18 Q. The Shanghai conditions in various places

19 were pretty good so far until the Japanese war

20 started where we did not have any much food any

21 more only dry food like red beans and rice and

22 everybody had to cook themselves the stuff. Before

23 when was studying working mainly for other

24 things worked for the big kitchen in the Ward

25 Road Camp phonetic. This and this one of the
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things here.

Q. But you you were living mainly with

Jews there right

A. Pardon me

Q. You were living amongst Jews there

A. Yes directly. Some Jews as explained

before there were people there married to gentile

Q. Right.

10 A. wives and such.

11 Q. Did you live in group situation or did

12 you have an apartment or how did you

13 A. No we lived in dormatory which in the

14 beginning it was very sad story. In the

15 beginning when we started to build up this

16 particular places dont have any camp pictures

17 here any more. Anyway they builded up with some

18 bamboo soft beds you know beds in three layer

19 and these bamboo beds became you know it was

20 with the ticks. Ticks. Little ticks. They crawl

21 all over. You inaudible them once you know and

22 they crawl and they really bite you. It was very

23 bad. So we had to throw the whole thing out and we

24 got iron beds. And some other people somehow next

25 to me he was very dirty and he didnt wash
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himself inaudible fiddled around little bit to

make some money with fiddle. He was so full of

lice that one night he came home we took him in the

bathroom in the washroom and put on took the

clothes off him and put him under cold water.

Inaudible you know remember that. We washed

him up completely. He couldnt do anything

against five people you know. He was screaming

10 Help And then we dried him off and we put him

11 under the cover you know on the bed you know

12 but the lice didnt go away this way. We had to

13 spray the things you know and do this and do that.

14 But this was bad situation about living in

15 dormatory. People are not clean. We at the camp

16 see that we are clean you know. Keep our clean.

17 But we worked worked in this camp.

-18 Norwarderwall Camp phonetic for almost six years

19 and worked in the big kitchen. started the big

20 kitchen. There were big tubs. It was all kosher.

21 And the big overseers were Rabbi Ashkenazi and

22 Victor Sir Victor Sasson and some of the high

23 Arab sephardic authorities you know Jewish

24 authorities. They lived in Shanghai. From the

25 Cadori phonetic people and others you know.
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Okay. We were in the beginning very well taken

care of. Then they build up the hospital. They

build up the hospital where we had very good

doctors and very good taking care also other

things. We had school there. They called it the

Cadori School you know which Mrs. Rartfish

phonetic was the principal. She is in the oldage

home in the hospital. In the oldage home yes

10 in servicing Mrs. Lucy Rartfish phonetic. She

11 was in Shanghai. She was principal of school

12 and there were many things you know. The

13 conditions sometimes were not excellent but we

14 could do we could make the best of it. Many

15 people had jobs and many people even had money and

16 those when they had money they didnt belong to

17 this committee to this organization here. They

.18 didnt get their food. Some did even so. But

19 they were corrupt you know. But most of them

20 didnt. So they had stores they had jobs they

21 had theater they had everything you know. In

22 the French town they lived in the French town

23 where there were rich people you know. They

24 didnt even bother with the other people from Ranku

25 until they had to move when the Japanese came and
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told him inaudible to.move to Hanku in their

district you know which was district under the

Japanese rule where they had refugee office

shanghai refugees led by some Japanese which was

very strictly on passport to go out you know.

If you were in good face to this particular

Japanese you got passport. Like was driver

for this particular issue got passport. got

10 passport for this you know. We allow such

11 sufferage sufferage of something you know. So

12 this was between it was between in between

13 the Japanese before the war and the Japanese war

14 -until the inaudible you know. But then worked

15 as said six years for this committee here for

16 the American Joint Committee you know which is

17 this here.

.18 Q. Right.

19 A. This here. American you know this is

20 the board thats this one. But this we had

21 we could make our best of it. We had theater we

22 had entertainment we had the we had our

23 meetings of the Zionist Organization you know. We

24 werent bothered too much. Inaudible you know

25 the Ben Gurion group. You know. This people the
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one that lived in Chica.go. We were we became

great therapy. We became inaudible person

in educated man you know young man. was one

of the oldest this whole group you know with the

propaganda what they told me you know. You know

what propaganda is. Propaganda is you give make

issues out of it you know and such. So this is

what it what it really was you know.

10 Q. Do you have anything else that you want to

11 add on the tape and

12 A. No.

13 Q. tell us about your experience

14 A. Its not exactly what wanted to do.

15 Theres nothing else can tell you any more.

16 Q. Okay.

17 A. Other things you know. Theres nothing

18 my wife she this is not going to be on the tape.

19 o0o

20

21

22

23

24

25
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000

... Hans J. Arons.

10 Q. Okay. And where were you born Mr. Arons

11 A. In Hannover Germany.

12 Q. And the date

13 A. The 1st of September 1914.

14 Q. 1914. Tel. me when you lived in Germany

15 did you grow up in Germany

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. When did you first notice that there was

18 trouble for the Jews beginning

19 A. When was in in school in the

20 gymnasium and another place in Hannover and this

21 is not it in another city because lived with my

22 grandparents. My mother died in 1918 you know

23 and my father moved to Berlin. Now this is beside

24 the point. noticed already the antiSemitism

25 coming up in 1930 in 30 you know with people
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harassing Jewish boys and Jewish peoples and Jewish

Jewish places you know.

Q. How did they harass you

A. Well with antiSemitism. Words you know.

For instance in German you Jude you know

something like that dirt shmutsika Jude or

something like this. But this is beside the point.

This was not so bad at that time. When finished

10 my studies in Germany went to the horticultural

11 school Israei.itjc Hortical School in Ah.en

12 Hannover for three years from 1931 to 1934 and

13 made my credentials or passed my examination as

14 fullfledged gardener on the German Hannover

15 Agricultural Commission in 1934. After that

16 asked my father to go to Palestine. was not 21

17 years old. So my father didnt want to give me

18 money to go to Palestine so had to stay and

19 couldnt get job as gardener in Germany because

20 they didnt hire Jews.

21 Q. Why did you want to go to Palestine

22 A. thought was inc1ine
in Zionism very

23 much so at the time as young man and felt that

24 maybe one day we have state Jewish state

25 Israel coming up at that time and many of my
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friends they left for Palestine already and

thought in my profession like to go there too

but it didnt happen. Then had to go to another

place. It was the Jewish in the Jewish its

in German here. Can say that in German

Q. Yes.

A. Yiddishin Jewish Veterans Settlement in

Wolfsgabin phonetic near rankfurt where was

10 gardener or or more to say gardeners helper

11 where worked.

12 Q. Was that near Hannever or

13 A. It. was no it was outside of Hannover.

14 It was more likely near Berlin further out. But

15 beside the point worked for man there. He

16 went to Argentine later which couldnt go.

17 went with another person which knew to the area

18 of Posen phonetic and inaudible Gustrow which

19 its actually the Grenzemark boundary. In that

20 particular place worked f3r these people. They

21 had store and also agriculture and until they

22 were boycotted by the Nazis. had to move. did

23 not go back to my parents to Berlin but went to

24 work for gentile farmer and there were many other

25 Jewish people also working for this farmer who was
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Catholic and we were treated very nicely until

the Nazis came in September before the High

Holidays or Rosh Hashana to round us up to put US

into the police station in Güstrow.

Q. Did you have any warning about that or

they just showed up

A. No they just showed up with motorcycles

and rounded us up and we had to go in double time

10 to the police station which was few miles and

11 then we were placed in the cellar there where we

12 were treated very badly and day or so after

13 recall we were placed on train which brought us

14 to Buchenwald.

15 Q. How did the Germans know who was Jewish

16 and who was not to round them up

17 A. They knew exactly how many Jews were

18 working for this Catholic from the police station.

19 Everybody was registered in Germany. When you go

20 from place to place you have to register not like

21 here you dont have to register. When you live in

22 San Francisco you dontt have to register but you

23 are registered even so in the City Hall here but

24 this was not necessary. The Germans had

25 different system. You have to when you move
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from place to place you have to register by the

police if you live there and where you live. Okay.

The Nazis found out about this and they came. The

S.S. troopers rounded us up and brought us to this

police station after which we were shipped out by

train and we were treated very badly.

Q. How long of

A. Pardon me

10 Q. How long of trip how far were you from

11 Buchenwald Where was Buchenwald

12 A. Buchenwald was quite quite while

13 back. think its near Weimar and its from

14 Gustrow to Buchenwald was several hours train ride.

15 Q. How old were you at that point

16 A. How old was 20 years of age and then

17 was there for 15 months in Buchenwald doing

18 hard labor. We built it up it was just started.

19 Buchenwald was just started. We built it

20 Buchenwald. We had to do certain hard work with

21 bricks and cement and so forth. But we did not

22 know what we were building but we found out later

23 in the descriptions we builded the gas chambers.

24 But this is beside the point. got sick. They

25 did not had hospital there socalled
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lazarett military field hospital which the

Germans call it. It was brought then in november

in 1937 to OranienburgSachsenhausefl where spent

the rest of my time. did not know anything about

the trip made to near Berlin to Sachsenhausen

because was very weak.

Q. What what kind of illness did you have

do you know

10 A. had troubles with kidneys and was not

11 not very strong man. But was completely

12 exhausted you know. had kidney problems and

13 such. So anyway recuperated and had to go back

14 on the hard labor work.

15 Q. At Buchenwald again

15 A. In Sachsenhausen. did not go back to

17 Buchenwald. After that in December 1938 got

13 notice due to some officers in the concentration

19 camp that my father or my parents had bought some

20 traveling cards or how you can say this better

21 Cards to travel you know to another country and

22 -for me they had card to go to Shanghai. My

23 parents went to Cuba Havana and this was sent to

24 the Gestapo in Berlin the Alexanderplatz Gestapo

25 in Berlin which they have sent it probably to the
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commandant of the OranienburgSachsenhausen

Concentration Camp. was released

Q. Can we back up for just little bit.

want to go back to your concentration camp

experience and if you would tell me little bit

about what your daily life was like there.

A. Daily life was very in the morning you

sleeping on straw but later on had bunk with

10 straw and blanket you know but most of the

11 others they slept on the ground on straw and

12 had to do certain other work as prisoner later on

13 when the commandant of the concentration camp asked

14 -me in Sachsenhausen what my profession is and

15 told him studied gardening. He said Jew

16 cannot be gardener because he cannot handle

17 shovel or anything. said then may can prove

18 it when feel better and he said to me will

19 try you out will test you and this. So they

20 did and worked on certain gardens out with some

21 other group of people you know in Sachsenhausen

22 and it was for me relief that could do this

23 because could show them people that what Jew

24 can do. After that was placed when it was

25 finished that project was placed into the potato
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kitchen to peel potatos. The potato peel soup

taste very badly but that was besides.

Q. How did that experience differ from

Buchenwald hat were you doing in Buchenwa.d

A. In Buchenwald we were doing bringing

bricks and cement to place where certain other

prisoners or what they were builded these ovens

yu know. But on the other side we also had to sit

10 on our lawns and chip bricks or chip rocks to do

11 this for road work you know. They used this fine

12 rock for doing road work. Its what we also did

13 for days days days from morning till the late

14 afternoon. Then we were placed at morning we

15 did not get very much to eat that black coffee

16 you know and black bread something like that and

17 then the afternoon or lunchtime we would get that

18 potato soup potatopeel soup in the evening about

19 the same and other things you know not much. But

20 anyway we had to survive on this. kept my energy

21 you know up. Later when got feel better in

22 Sachsenhausen and this was about the daily routine.

23 We had to March with singing you know. Even

24 bought sometimes German record which did march

25 inaudible on this record which we had to sing
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you know and so this was for the particular issues

which the daily was. There was nothing. In the

evening you come home you get into the barracks

you got into quickly shower or something you know.

When there was shower you had to go with your

guard into the shower the Kapo and just cold

more likely cold water you know and then you have

to dry yourself up you know with something rag

10 or something. This was it you know. You could

11 not have any fancy things in the concentration camp

12 which noticed when was working out as

13 gardener for the scope phonetic in Sachsenhausen

14 -that the women came out made some gardens or such

15 with some cigarettes or some chocalates or they

16 gave us some milk or something you know. We could

17 not take anything back to the camp to inside the

18 compound which was out the compound you know.

19 And this is my my own which had revealed due

20 to the commandants experience you know where he

21 tested me what can do for them. Anyway...

22 Q. What happened if somebody at Buchenwald or

23 Sachsenhausen became ill What happened to that

24 oersori Was there any medical care there

25 A. Yes there were. But some if you do not
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participate in the early time this was 193638

you not participate in the regulations of the

commandant or the Kapo you finished. There was

certain one thing which remembered you have

no toilets there. Theres big pit with board

over it you know or would say log and this

particular pit was full of these shock phonetic

what they use for against the smell you know

10 of your when you go to the toilet. You sit in

11 and you have something done which they didnt like

12 they came from the back and pulled you right over

13 and drowned you in that mess.

14 Q. Did that ever happen to anyone that you

15 saw this happen to

16 A. Well have seen it but Ido not know

17 the person. You know there were other people like

18 gentiles bible readers you know and such they

19 worked with us too you know and from the

20 churches from the Catholic churches other

21 churches that they didnt like you know they were

22 in confinement in special confinement and as you

23 know recently in the paper was Pastor Niemoller

24 passed away in Germany and he was with us in the

25 concentration camp. But this was besides my sad
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story because all this know and cannot forget.

have seen have seen every day other things.

When we were called upon in the morning early to

stand in line the elderly man there were barbed

wire with voltage some man lost his nerve. Re run

right into it.

Q. On purpose

A. Finished. Well he lost his nerve. On

10 purpose He lost his nerves. Mu What can you

11 say He was dead in minute. He was executed

12 that way.

13 Q. Did you ever feel that that you might

14 want to kill yourself that it would go bad with

15 you

16 A. Mo. Not that way. felt that can

17 survive as young nan you know and if could

18 help somebody if could do that because against

19 the rules and regulations there you know they

20 were very very strict. But you do not do anything

21 against what the Nazi command has written down.

22 This particular issue of Lager formulas camp rules

23 which we are to go by was very strictly to us

24 ourselves. We had to do what was right and not

25 against anything else you know. That we could
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helo maybe maybe under circumstances but it was

prohibited. Anything you do to another prisoner

or something you get punished for.

Q. What was the punishment

A. The punishment was hanging not that you

were hanged. It was thing that you were bound up

you know with your legs and you were hanging there

for couple hours or so you know. The other one

10 more heavier treatment was the back which you get

11 the whip you know. The blood comes out on

12 yourself you know.

13 Q. Did the Germans administer the punishment

14 or was it the Kaoos who did this

15 A. It was the Nazis the officers of the Lager

16 you know not directly the commander but it was

17 the sometimes the Kapo or the guards you know

18 which mainly came from Austria and they were worse

19 than our German Nazis you know. They were really

20 bad very bad you know. They could punish anyone.

21 If you do not follow up in walk to in march

22 to the wood they gave them with the guns you know.

23 They had the rifles you know. They just pushed

24 them on the floor you know. Forget about it. You

25 cannot turn back and say to help them. No way.
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No. God forbid you know. No way. This was

Q. What happened to these people who were

injured or died as result of their experience

there Was there cemetery there or were the

bodies burned or do you know what happened at all

to those bodies

A. That couldnt tell offhand because that

do not know. know only you dont see them any

10 more. You dont see them the next morning no more

1. because we were dead buried or shot in the head or

12 something you know. do not know. That cannot

13 say. That do not know. Anything can happen has

14 happened. But that do not know. And in the

15 beginning and have to stress this many of our

16 prisoners say which know of which have met

17 later that in the beginning it was not so hard

13 but after the 9th of November the Crystal Night

19 when the mass came in inaudible man and with all

23 kinds of people. It was terrible. It got terrible.

21 Absolutely frightening. Then when was released

22 come to that point now and this is my story you

23 know had bundle of clothing and certain

24 other things which they gave me to stand in line

25 inaudible before. The night before was
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released had dream and dreamt something

going to happen to me. What dont recall and

in the morning when the Kapo came to my bunk where

slept he said You go home When go home

everybody from these prisoners friends of mine

some others remember came to my bunk said

You go home. You dont you dont know this

you know. Your brain doesnt work that way

10 quickly. So had to get up and rush into what the

11 Kapo brought me my old clothing all crumbled Up

12 you know suit and an old hat and inaudible.

13 had to go to Berlin you know and you stand in

14 line and the commander said to all that were

15 released on that particular day there were many

16 not am alone. On this particular issue on this

17 particular time there were many released you know

18 because of getting out the country or such. He

19 told us that the Gestapo has very long arm and if

20 you say any words to other people that you have

21 witnessed here they grabbed you and bring you

22 right back. It was almost that way. Ill tell you

23 that later.

24 Q. This was in 1938

25 A. 38. The 14th of December 1938. In
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December 1938 eine nachricht got message and

its the German that wrote to my lawyer you

know for my wiedergunmachung restitution

thats for the rehabilitation or reichmacher

phonetic you know. This was written in 1956

January 12 1956 to Mr. to attorney Helmut

Erlanger phonetic attorney at law which he died.

Erlanger died which he hid my things you know.

10 Okay. had to go came to Berlin. My parents

11 told me everything is ready you go to Shanghai.

12 Q. How did you get from the camp to Berlin

13 mean train or

14 A. Well from the Sachsenhauseri around

15 Sachsenhausen its not very far to Berlin. But

16 couldnt walk it. There were groups of people at

17 that time from organizations Jewish organizations

18 outside the gates and waited for their relatives to

19 come out and some organization people have money

20 they gave you the fare to go home in Berlin

21 outside the OraniertburgSachsenhausen outside the

22 outside the Lager gate the camp gate. Okay.

23 dont know which organization or Jewish

24 organization suppose remember that. did

25 not talk to anybody. just took the money and
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said have to go to Berlin they gave me 70

Spanish or what it was cents or what it was you

know at that time and took the tram you know

whatever transportation to go to my parents.

Q. How did your Darents obtain these travel

cards Was it something that they in other

words was it legal thing or illegal or

A. My stepmother my parents had money and

10 they sold everything furniture and they lived in

ii an apartment in Berlin. My stepmother was halfJewis

12 and my father was not in concentration camp because

13 he was an ill man and he had an operation by Nazi

14 professor and they told him if you go out the house

15 they put you in concentration camp we put you in

16 concentration camp. So he didnt go out of the

17 house and my stepmother went out to shop around

13 for traveling cards to get out of the country. She

19 got one for themselves for the boat to Cuba

20 Havana and for me to go to Shanghai China. Okay.

21 For this particular issue of mine with photocopy

22 to send to the Gestapo at Alexanderplatz and that

23 was it you know. They send it to the commander in

24 Sachsenhausen and was released on the 14th of

25 December 1938.
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Q. Was it very di.fficult to get these

traveling cards

A. Well mostly was cancelled traveling cards.

You know people they couldnt have -- they didnt

took it they cancelled it and they bought it. You

know my parents bought it and my parents bought

sold everything to the Nazis. There was high

officer of flazi and tell you when came home

10 got up got up the steps and the big Nazi came

11 down the stairs ducked away and hear my

12 father shouting hope that my son comes now home

13 pretty soon. And was already on the steps

14 because my father didnt know that was released

15 on that day. They didnt send him notice when

16 come home. So anyway ducked away. didnt

17 want to see this high Nazi when my father shouted

.18 you know. He bought this furniture and everything

19 you know for cheap money and everything you know.

20 You know how that works how the things worked in

21 Germany. Well anyway came up and knocked at

22 the door and my stepmothers mother was there.

23 She was not Jewish. But anyway said Its Hans.

24 Oh. saw everything. The big lifts everything

25 was standing there you know get ready to get out
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my my suitcases ready to go. But had to go to

get my passport German passport. had to travel

to Gustrow where was taken from the Gestapo

which was registered there-not in Berlin to get

my passport and had even the goncet phonetic

the police station there or at the office there

where got my passport to ask the officers about

these people who worked for. They are not more

10 alive. didnt say nothing.

1. Q. This was the farmer that had

12 A. Yes.

13 Q. inaudible covered generally

14 phonetic.

15 A. They killed him. didnt know. didnt

16 ask any further question because was scared to

17 death you know because that was the answer of

18 this police officer Nazi. Okay. Inaudible.

19 had to give all my papers my release papers from

20 Buchenwald which received and also release from

21 Sachsenhausen to the police. They didnt let me

22 .have anything from the concentration camp. had

23 number but its taken by doctor away when was

24 in the army. didnt didnt have it any more.

25 Anyway all this got my passport and went back
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to Berlin and when the 25th of December came

left from Berlin to Italy. It was Christmas day

and all the high officers were in the train on the

train and the Nazi going on vacation and was

bald looked had cap on you know.

Q. You mean your head was shaved

A. Huh

Q. Was your you mean you were bald you

10 mean your head was shaved

11 A. Oh yes. didnt have no hair.

12 Q. That was from the concentration camp

13 A. There were little things coming out you

14 know. Well anyway anyway was in this train

15 with this officers of the Nazis. My father bought

16 me big newspaper he brought me to the train and

17 was sitting there and some officer start talking

18 to me. Are you going on vacation said Yes

19 Im going on vacation. Inaudible. You going

20 very far said go little bit to Italy.

21 had to go to Italy. That was true. So my heart

22 .was very much in array something how can say

23 in English and was glad got over the border

24 and the Germans checked certain things you know

25 but they didnt find anything so went through
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with flying colors. Got into the Yugoslavian

officers they were Trieste train you know to go

to Trieste and in Trieste we were treated by the

Jewish community of the Italians you know. They

brought us to big place where we could sleep

few days. You could travel there this and that

you know if we had few dollars or something our

money and saw Rome and saw this before left

10 Europe you know. Inaudible. Also had to go

11 with the inaudible SS Triestieno phonetic.

12 came to Shanghai on January 29 1939 and lived

13 in the camp Walerwald phonetic camp builded it

14 up you know for more refugees to come.

15 Q. So this was refugee camp

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. In Shanghai.

18 A. The Waterwald phonetic was the main

19 one of the first. There were others of the refugee

20 camp in Shanghai. There were many there were

21 many build up later later date. There was one

22 a1ready formerly. There was the Ambackerdere

23 phonetic there was downtown Shanghai somewhere

24 where they had an office and such of the Joint

25 Distribution Committee.
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Q. Were these only Jews in the refugee camps

or were there other

A. There were mostly Jews. There were

gentile wives. You know many of our people were

married to gentiles you know different ways you

know wives man you know and it was mixup

mixture of such. But not really that there were

only only gentiles you know. They were mixed

10 You know but they were gentiles still. There were

11 enough became Jewish in Germany or in Austria or

12 somewhere they came from. But they were with their

13 husbands you know and they came with them to

14 shanghai. was working later for the camp.

15 became an employee of the Joint Distribution

16 Committee and worked to build up these camps

17 certain ones. have even pictures of such and

18 letters and worked also with places like they

19 builded up hospital there for refugees

20 which was the Shanghai Refugee Hospital with many

21 European doctors very good ones. Well anyway

22 .worked there till the end of the war and after the

23 war worked for the American forces.

24 Q. In China

25 A. When the American when the American
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forces came and the British forces and other force

came and the war was over we as refugees were

hired and we wanted to work for the American forces.

My first job was to start driving to learn to

drive jeeps buy other cars staff cars and so

forth. That was it.

Q. Was that in China or back in Germany

A. It was in Shanghai. In Shanghai.

10 Q. Still in Shanghai.

11 A. In Shanghai. And many of us have worked

12 for the armed forces after the war. It was very

13 well paid. We got dollar paid but later on Chiang

14 Kaishek kept the dollars and gave us Shanghai

15 money you know inaudible something laying

16 there still. But this is beside the point. All

17 this has happened and after the war in 1947 as

.18 said before came here to San Francisco in 1947

19 in November 1947 the 28th November 1947 the SS

20 General Napes American President t1ines and

21 married in 1950. After that did when came

22 here did not had very good job. didnt find

23 good job in San Francisco. had to go to

24 Alburquerque New Mexico which was not place to

25 make any money. So went into the army the
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United States Army when it came for two two and

half years in the service here in the Korean War.

Thats all can tell you. Oh yeah after that

came back here. honorable discharged from the

army in Perfidio phonetic as staff sergeant and

then married. Before that time Im married

already before the war later through the war and

came back here and worked for the Silian

10 phonetic County as gardener for 14 years the

11 Golden Gate Park and later on was in my own

12 business as partner in the wholesale flour business.

13 Q. How did you learn English

14 A. English learned already in Germany in

15 the gymnasium which they call college. Gymnasium

16 is called college which actually in America is

17 sports arena but in Germany gymnasium is here

.18 college you know. The college or not

19 university did not go to university went to

20 college you know. graduated with certain things

21 you know. When graduated also as said before

22 in the in this particular issue if you like to

23 see this. It was in English in there too

24 believe in certain places. Even Ivrith Hebrew

25 language is in there Ivrith from Israel.
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As said before we lived my father

lived in Hannover where was born with my mother

which died in 1918 as young woman of 29 years of

age. was four years old. went to my

grandparents near the Dutch border Ostfresland

where grew up until was and went to school

and learned and then was 16 went to this

particular school the Horticultural School when

10 was 19 20 until worked on particular issues as

11 told you before.. My father married later in

12 Berlin in 1929 and have not been too often with

13 my parents at the time but was mostly interned

14 phonetic with my grandparents.

15 Q. Did you did you have any brothers or

16 sisters

17 A. No had no sister or brothers. There

.18 were rio children other than mine myself. And so

19 this is the story about my family. My father was

in business in Berlin and my stepmother was also

21 working somehow as secretary understand and

22 Q. What happened Now you said that your

23 parents went to Havana.

24 A. My parents came in 19 they went to

25 Havana in 19 also about the time when went to
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Shanghai in 19 the beginning of 1939 or end of

38. They were they came to United States in 1941

to New York. They send an affidavit then but

could not come to the United States at that time.

It. was late in the year 1941 because the Japanese

attacked Pearl Harbor and was stranded again

during the Japanese war in Shanghai in the camp

working in the camp which told you before.

10 Q. You couldnt leave the camp in other

11 words in Shanghai If you wanted to come to

12 America or go someplace else you couldnt leave

13 A. No not exactly. You could leave if you

14 -had money. You could go to Australia you go to

15 Philippines probably or something you know but

16 it was very hard. You know if you do not have any

17 money you couldnt do anything you know. We

-18 didnt have very much money. We didnt have

19 didnt have very much and couldnt get any money

20 from my parents because in Cuba there was nothing

21 you could get you know. So this was situation

22 where we most of our eoD1e were stranded in

23 Shanghai which knew through the later to

24 man he was in charge of the Joint Commit the

25 American Joint Distribution Committee Jewish
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organization also which he told me in 1946 when

the war was over there is strictly basis that you

have to get an affidavit when you have relatives in

America or Israel you have to get no in

America when you want to go United States or

living in the United States like my parents they

have to send me an affidavit from some friends or

when if they cannot get it themselves because they

10 cannot have the money inaudible the money for the

11 government here it was necessary that these

12 affidavits that were free from other people for

13 other people that didnt have any relatives in the

14 United States. To role these these affidavits for

15 these people to come to the United States. So

16 had to write to my father or even this officer

17 from the Joint American Joint Distribution

.18 Committee who told me he would write to my parents.

19 They had my they had the address. They did

20 write it so too and got the affidavit in no time.

21 So this was it you know due to some friends in

22 New York which they were the sponsor of me which

23 something happened to me in the United States that

24 got ill they had to take care of me.

25 Q. What about other relatives in Germany Do
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you know for instance.to your grandparents what

happened to them

A. My grandparents had were evacuated from

their place in small town near the Dutch border

to Berlin the Jewish Community House in Berlin

and they had to live there with my aunt with my

fathers sister. My fathers sister my

believe my grandparents died natural death in

10 Berlin and my aunt was went to death camp.

11 My uncle and my aunt my mother from my mothers

12 side in Dusseldorf Germany my cousin young

13 marriage all vanished in concentration. Where

14 do not know. have picture with my father in

15 1935 went to Berlin have photograph where he

16 put tombstone on in Weisensee phonetic at

17 the what you call it them Cemetery. He put

.18 tombstone on. can show it to you. can show

19 you all picture of my family and the whole thing

23 if you want to see it.

2. Q. But you never found out what happened to

22 any of those people or

23 A. No. No. dont know.

24 Q. You mentioned

25 A. Never heard anything about it. had one
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letter from Shanghai from my aunt which was

opened by the Gestapo you know by the sender

that my grandparents died. So they must have died

natural death. But others or somebody was ill

so forth. That was it. Never heard any more.

wrote to them but everything was finished.

Q. You mentioned sort of wanted to jump

back little in time again to the experience in

10 the concentration camp. You said that after

11 Kristallnacht things became much worse than at

12 camo.

13 A. Yes they did.

14 Q. Now by then you were gone but

15 A. No was not gone.

16 Q. You were still

17 A. was still there.

.18 Q. In the camp

19 A. In the camp. In Sachsenhausen.

20 Q. Row in what way did things get worse

21 can you tell me about that

22 A. Well the treatments and the harassments

23 and everything was it was tight or more

24 strenuous how can explain it It was world

25 it really it really went out of hand you know
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when you know screaming and this and that you

know. It was terrible. It was terrible.

Q. Did more people die after that in the camp

A. dont know. But imagine so. After

that lot of people died. do not know. On the

14th of December left and do not know. And

that the story is that that the story or the

history gives you this details in every phase

10 thats in the camp which have book here from

11 the death camps from she gave it to me she

12 signed it for me. Shes not Jewish.

13 Q. Carolyn Frank

14 A. saw her on Friday.

15 Q. Carolyn Frank.

16 A. Yes. have inaudible. And have

17 another one inaudible. have many books on it.

.18 have book on the Shanghai thing situation too.

19 Everything. But anyway this is the this is the

20 thing which can tell you. There is no other way.

21 What more can tell you Im alive. made

22 good living here with my wife.

23 Q. How since you moved here

24 A. My wifes side you dont want to ask. You

25 are not interested in my wifes side. Im sorry.
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Q. Did do you talk about the Holocaust

with or have you through the years talked about

the Holocaust with friends or

A. Yes.

Q. other people

A. Yes. We talked lot over the Holocaust

here because due to my circumstances belong to

the with Rabbi Dahling phonetic Frankel

10 phonetic and many others. Im also with the

11 Jewish War Veterans. We have lot of things to do

12 with the Holocaust. The reason for our Center in

13 Los Angeles Jewish War Veterans am the

14 Commander of the San Francisco Post here. You may

15 know that. You dont show you the evidence

15 later. Here in San Francisco also from other

17 places in the Jewish War Veterans we have some

.18 people like me have served in the United States

19 Armed Forces several officers of the of the

20 Jewish War Veterans you know United States. They

21 were in concentration camps. have one in Balao

22 phonetic hes Commander. Im Commander here.

23 There is another one. He used to be Commander in

24 San Jose. Hes in the jewelry business and so

25 forth. Theres many many more they have been in
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concentration camps. They came earlier out the

United States they became officers for the Jewish

War Veterans of the United States.

Q. Do you this is kind of big question

but mean how do you feel that your experiences in

Germany have have changed your life or have

changed your thinking or have they

A. The life in Germany when was young 20

10 years of age taken to concentration camp there is

11 no more life. How can think of life in Germany

12 There was no life any more. For Jew. And my

13 father tells me before when go to Palestine

14 because of in 1934 when finished this school he

15 said you dont have to go away because of the Nazis

16 theyre not going to do anything to do the Jewish

17 people and asked him Why was an officer

18 in the first World War. have decoration.

19 said Put your decoration there where it belongs

20 to. dont want to mention that to you where to.

21 There was no help. He didnt let me go anyway.

22 So this was the end of that. was not in the

23 beginning after that very close with my father

24 neither with my stepmother. Then she didnt raise

25 me. My grandparents raised me and admired my
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grandparents. And there is picture of

synagogue which received where became bar

mitzvah right there.

Q. Do you feel now in the United States today

that there is any antiSemitism Have you

experienced that or what do you think

A. Yes.

Q. about that

10 A. Yes. had experiences with antiSemitism

11 not directly but know from my involvement in the

12 Jewish community into the Relations what is that

13 Jewish Community Relations Council and naturally

14 to various community otherwise and the Jewish War

15 Veterans that there is strong way of

16 antiSemitism here in the United States. We have

17 good representative here in the congress the

-18 Jewish community in San Francisco especially. San

19 Francisco is the only city which we are its

20 very liberal which we do not feel or see very many

21 antiSemitism. Sometimes inaudible. The Nazi

22 book store other things smearing on the synagogue

23 swastikas some hoodlums vandalism of children.

24 They do not know any better. But otherwise it is

25 pretty quiet and its kept pretty quiet. We have
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very good relationship with the police officers and

inspector like Tom Dickson phonetic. Res

fantastic man. With also with the Soviet Jewry and

other things you know which we are in stable

position here against Nazi uprising you know.

We have the Ku Klux Klan we have the neoNazis we

have the White Power whatever you know. What can

you do This is big country. Row can you combat

10 all this inaudible things from small area

11 small group of Jewish communities which many

12 organizations which. we have here you know. The

13 Jewish Defense League Im absolutely against. They

14 do more harm than they do any good you know

15 because we in one way or the other which say

16 am against it. Many are for the Jewish Defense

17 League because they think they are doing well

.18 against certain uprising of antiSemitism. But

19 think my thinking my opinion is that they do

20 more harm to the Jewish population than any good.

21 Q. Do you think anything like what happened

22 in Germany could happen here

23 A. dont think so. dont think so.

24 Q. Why

25 A. Because this is great nation of many
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creed and colors minority groups other groups

which in this particular groups whether the

colored people minority groups the Jewish people

the Chicanos others Orieritals there wont be

any antiSemitism. mean Nazism. There will be

no way and they combating every time Congressman

stands up like LaRoche or anybody. just named

this man. Finished. Theyre not they are not

10 coming up. Hes hes finished already again.

11 He was running on the ticket as running for

12 President or something. What happened to him Out.

13 So there is nothing you can do about it you know.

14 We know the Democratic Party and the Republican

15 Party and many Congressmen of these both party are

16 very much inclined and then you look at the PPAC

17 with Ron Kaufmann phonetic. They had meeting

.18 this convention here. This is fantastic what

19 these young men that that this young man is the

20 president now of this Federation Jewish Community

21 Federation Ron Kaufmann and others like like

22 Bill Levenberg phonetic which comes also from

23 the Holocaust from Auschwitz. These men are

24 tremendous. There is other men like Jesse Feltman

25 phonetic and name them to you you know. Many
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of Bnai Brith you know the AntiDefamation

League and all these other things which am

personally involved not directly and am also

inBnai Brith. used to be an officer in Bnai

Brith also. But this is beside the point. We

have nothing to worry so much of antiSemitism of

Nazism which came few here in the United States.

dont think so.

10 Q. Do you have anything else that you want to

11 add

12 A. No dont think so.

13 Q. When you were younger

14 A. Yeah.

15 Q. you really wanted to go to Palestine

16 and your father wouldnt let you go.

17 A. Yeah.

18 Q. After the war after Shanghai did you

19 think then about trying to go to Palestine

20 A. You mean to to Palestine

21 Q. To settle there then

22 A. Yes. But on the on the thing is this

23 and you know you have your parents here and you

24 have an affidavit on the hand that you go to United

25 States. But after which comes you have to see
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about Palestine. am very much inclined and

you can show you that if you wish what

have done in Bnai Brith and otherwise for the

state of Israel. With the JNF Im the on the

executive committee of the Jewish National Fund

and am always working in my mind and otherwise

with organizations for the state of Israel. We

have my wife not have friends in Israel

10 but have no relatives. My wife has. My wife has

11 cousin in Israel for more than 40 years. She

12 has two sons that were in the army. They live in

13 Haifa. She has retired cousin with the husband.

14 Re was in the Zionist also from the Holocaust

15 from New York. They lived in New York from Berlin.

16 Re was Zionist in the Zionist movement in

17 Berlin and they had children and grandchildren and

.18 some grandchildren went to Israel and so forth.

19 Theres nothing about Israel. We believe in it

20 and so does my wife.

21 Q. Have you been to Israel

22 A. Five times. Four or five times. Im not

23 exactly certain. think it was four times. Four

24 times.

25 Q. But you havent thought about
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A. Going again.

Q. making

A. Absolutely.

Q. making making making aliyah.

A. How can go again go with group of

the Jewish War Veterans. The last way of going to

Israel was 1931 and we went to the Sinai. We

stayed in Eilat. We went all the way through the

10 Sinai with group of Israelis and the tour

11 fantastic and felt sorry that they gave it up

12 you know because it was in the agreement peace

13 agreement with inaudible Sadat at the time that

14 Israel has to give up the Sinai again to

15 inaudible which is coral coral reef you know

16 which is little bit further back to Eilat you

17 know. But it is fantastic. What they do there

-13 what have seen have have mostly seen

19 everything except some of the military

20 installations you know which we didnt see.

21 went up to the Golan Heights and everywhere. Its

22 nothing. And went up there where they had these

23 where the air force soace was for Entebbe. saw

24 that.

25 Q. After you came to the United States you
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didnt think at all about making aliyah to Israel

A. Yes and no. If would have had the money

and would have earned some money would have

gone but they then married you know and

made my living here you know the gardener of

the city and so forth you know and this was my

major project here to become gardener and then

in the wholesale flower business for twelve years.

10 It was very nice.

11 Q. It was interesting to hear

12 A. Botany my plants which grew. This is

13 not bought. grow it.

14 Q. It was interesting to hear you say that

15 you had that dream as young man in Germany

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. to go. When when you went to

18 Buchenwald did you become friends in the camp with

19 other Zionists

20 A. Its hard to say. That cannot say.

21 There was no such thing.

22 Q. No.

23 A. know only one group from another outfit

24 like this they were on Hachschara prepatory

25 training young people. They were also taken by
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the Nazis from somewhere else from also Institute

of Hachschara the neiahborhood trom Berlin which

have worked with me in Sachsenhausen on the garden

project which did present explain there on your

tape. But what happened to these people do not

know. Young people.

Q. Were you aware of any underground movement

going on

10 A. No. No.

11 Q. in either camp

12 A. No.

13 Q. You didnt ever hear of that going

14 A. No underground no nothing. No.

15 Q. You didnt

16 A. Im Zionist from way back in Berlin the

17 earliest time and always worked for the state of

18. Israel and even in Shanghai. Oh to come back to

19 this. We formed hes good man. His parents

20 came also from he had another brother in

2. Stockton phonetic living. Epstein. One one

22 was in the he was also in the army later and

23 again in the he went to Germany in the army.

24 Not during the war. After the war. And he went

25 into the business of recorder reporter to
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reporter to the to the district attorney and

his wife is doing it now. He died he was 52 years

of age. We were very close in the Israel movement

Bernie Epstein Werner Epstein and we formed here

in San Francisco no not here. We we formed

in in Shanghai the Ben Gurion group which

which have some copy somewhere. This is not

it. But show you another one. Here this one.

10 Habonim. This one. You see this one. This was

11 these are things from Shanghai where worked in

12 Shanghai in the town of the Japanese more

13 copies made of it because the papers went so bad

14 that this this is the American Joint

15 Distribution which told you. This is the medical

16 board. This is the only copies made. Here is

17 the medical board of the Shanghai Hospital. There

18 is another this here. Yeah. This is the

19 Habonjm. This is the Poale Zion. This was tough

20 this is the tough organization of this here which

21 have also worked with and these people you know

22 and worked later at something in Shanghai on this

23 particular issue which didnt stress to you.

24 Inaudible manufacturing in Shanghai. And this is

25 something this is something from the hospital.
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This is ome thing trom another hospital which

worked with in the beginning.

Q. You were in Shanghai for about eight years

then. Right

A. Eight years yes thats correct.

Q. Right.

A. Eight years. And six years worked for

this here. And thats from Joint. The letter from

10 them. made copies of it you know. This was the

1. hospital which did.

12 Q. Just tell us what you got there.

13 A. Youre not interested in this.

14 Q. Really its interesting because we we

15 realize we didnt really ask you to describe the

16 conditions in Shanghai. You were there for eight

17 years.

18 Q. The Shanghai conditions in various places

19 were pretty good so far until the Japanese war

20 started where we did not have any much food any

21 more only dry food like red beans and rice and

22 everybody had to cook themselves the stuff. Before

23 when was studying working mainly for other

24 things worked for the big kitchen in the Ward

25 Road Camp phonetic. This and this one of the
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things here.

Q. But you you were living mainly with

Jews there right

A. Pardon me

Q. You were living amongst Jews there

A. Yes directly. Some Jews as explained

before there were people there married to gentile

Q. Right.

10 A. wives and such.

11 Q. Did you live in group situation or did

12 you have an apartment or how did you

13 A. No we lived in dormatory which in the

14 beginning it was very sad story. In the

15 beginning when we started to build up this

16 particular places dont have any camp pictures

17 here any more. Anyway they builded up with some

18 bamboo soft beds you know beds in three layer

19 and these bamboo beds became you know it was

20 with the ticks. Ticks. Little ticks. They crawl

21 all over. You inaudible them once you know and

22 they crawl and they really bite you. It was very

23 bad. So we had to throw the whole thing out and we

24 got iron beds. And some other people somehow next

25 to me he was very dirty and he didnt wash
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himself inaudible fiddled around little bit to

make some money with fiddle. He was so full of

lice that one night he came home we took him in the

bathroom in the washroom and put on took the

clothes off him and put him under cold water.

Inaudible you know remember that. We washed

him up completely. He couldnt do anything

against five people you know. He was screaming

10 Help And then we dried him off and we put him

11 under the cover you know on the bed you know

12 but the lice didnt go away this way. We had to

13 spray the things you know and do this and do that.

14 But this was bad situation about living in

15 dormatory. People are not clean. We at the camp

16 see that we are clean you know. Keep our clean.

17 But we worked worked in this camp.

18 Norwarderwall Camp phonetic for almost six years

19 and worked in the big kitchen. started the big

20 kitchen. There were big tubs. It was all kosher.

21 And the big overseers were Rabbi Ashkenazi and

22 Victor Sir Victor Sasson and some of the high

23 Arab sephardic authorities you know Jewish

24 authorities. They lived in Shanghai. prom the

25 Cadori phonetic people and others you know.
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Okay. We were in the beginning very well taken

care of. Then they build up the hospital. They

build up the hospital where we had very good

doctors and very good taking care also other

things. We had school there. They called it the

Cadori School you know which Mrs. Hartfish

phonetic was the principal. She is in the oldage

home in the hospital. In the oldage home yes

10 in servicing Mrs. Lucy Hartfish phonetic. She

11 was in Shanghai. She was principal of school

12 and there were many things you know. The

13 conditions sometimes were not excellent but we

14 could do we could make the best of it. Many

15 people had jobs and many people even had money and

16 those when they had money they didnt belong to

17 this committee to this organization here. They

.18 didnt get their food. Some did even so. But

19 they were corrupt you know. But most of them

20 didnt. So they had stores they had jobs they

21 had theater they had everything you know. In

22 the French town they lived in the French town

23 where there were rich people you know. They

24 didnt even bother with the other people from Ranku

25 until they had to move when the JapaneSe came and
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told him inaudible tonove to 9anku in their

district you know which was district under the

Japanese rule where they had refugee office

Shanghai refugees led by some Japanese which was

very strictly on passport to go out you know.

If you were in good face to this particular

Japanese you got passport. rike was driver

for this particular issue got passport. got

10 passport for this you know. We allow such

11 sufferage sufferage of something you know. So

12 this was between it was between in between

13 the Japanese before the war and the Japanese war

14 unti1 the inaudible you know. But then worked

15 as said six years for this committee here for

.16 the American Joint Committee you know which is

17 this here.

.18 Q. Right.

19 A. This here. American you know this is

20 the board thats this one. But this we had

21 we could make our best of it. We had theater we

22 had entertainment we had the we had our

23 meetings of the Zionist Drganization you know. We

24 werent bothered too much. Inaudible you know

25 the Ben Gurion group. You know. This people the
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one that lived in Chicago. We were we became

great therapy. We became inaudible person

in educated man you know young man. was one

of the oldest this whole group you know with the

propaganda what they told me you know. You know

what propaganda is. Propaganda is you give make

issues out of it you know and such. So this is

what it what it really was you know.

10 Q. Do you have anything else that you want to

11 add on the tape and

12 A.

13 Q. tell us about your experience

14 A. Its not exactly what wanted to do.

15 Theres nothing else can tell you any more.

16 Q. Okay.

17 A. Other things you know. Theres nothing

.18 my wife she this is not going to be on the tape.

19 o0o

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Lynne Rappaport
Interview Notes

Interview with Hans Arons 8/5/84

Linda Gary and interviewed Hans Arons 70-year-old German

survivor of Buchenwald and Sachsenhausen. We went to his apartment

in San Francisco at 6s0 p.m. His wife lisa left us alone and we

set up the tare recorder and mike at the dining room table. Hans

signed the legal relse form. He spoke about the different synagogues

hes been with in S.F. their rabbis and his involvement with various

Jewish War Veterans and Holocaust organizations. He mentioned the

names of other survivors in S.F. not on tape.

Linda asked the questions as the primary intervier and watched

the taoe recorder and took notes. Hans spoke matteroffactiy with

little show of emotion although he did use words like terrible

sad and frightening.

After about one hour Linda asked if had anything waiited to add.

asked about Zionism and Israel and about conditions in Shanghai.

Hans brought out many documents letters and photos relating to his

8-year stay in Shanghai when he worked for the Joint Distribution Committee

The interview ended after about hr. 15 minutes. We then had

coffee and cake with Hans and lisa. lisa told us how she left Germany

at age 16 nd fled to Holland where she lived until she was 19 and

came to America.

Although Hans was basically able to relate his story in order he

sometimes rambled and got off the track. He offered little commentary

or analysis or insightful commen-tsbut
rather seemed comfortable at

just relating the facts and details of his experience. He also tended

to mumble at times.


